Introduction {#h0.0}
============

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of small regulatory RNAs, 22 ± 2 nucleotides (nt) in length, that function by posttranscriptionally inhibiting mRNA function ([@B1]). Cellular miRNAs are initially transcribed as part of an \~80-nt stem-loop structure that in turn forms part of a long, capped, and polyadenylated RNA referred to as a primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) transcript ([@B2]). This pri-miRNA stem-loop is recognized by the nuclear RNase III enzyme Drosha, which cleaves the \~33-bp stem \~22 bp from the terminal loop to release the \~60-nt-long pre-miRNA hairpin intermediate. After export to the cytoplasm by Exportin 5, the pre-miRNA is cleaved by a second, cytoplasmic RNase III, called Dicer, to liberate the miRNA duplex intermediate. One strand of this duplex is then incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), consisting minimally of one of the four human Argonaut (Ago) proteins, Ago1 through Ago4, as well as a GW182 protein family member. The miRNA then acts as a guide RNA to target RISC to complementary sites on mRNA molecules, resulting in translational arrest and/or mRNA destabilization ([@B1]).

Analysis of mRNA target recognition by miRNA-guided RISCs has shown that the miRNA sequence extending from positions 2 to 7 or 8, the so-called seed region, is particularly important for guiding RISC to target mRNAs, the majority of which show full complementarity to the seed sequence ([@B1]). However, noncanonical miRNA binding to mRNAs that show incomplete seed complementarity can contribute up to 40% of miRNA target sites ([@B3]). Moreover, many potential target sites that do show full seed complementarity are not functional, and this is often due to the fact that these sites are occluded by mRNA secondary structure ([@B4], [@B5]).

While all mammalian cells express multiple miRNA species, the actual pattern of miRNA expression varies widely between tissues, and miRNAs are thought to play a key role in many aspects of cellular differentiation and organismal development ([@B1]). Moreover, cellular miRNAs are not the only miRNAs that have been described, as several viruses are now also known to encode miRNAs ([@B6], [@B7]). In particular, herpesviruses have been shown to encode up to 35 distinct miRNAs that regulate cellular genes involved in cell cycle regulation, apoptosis, and innate immunity as well as viral genes that play a role in regulating viral latency ([@B6], [@B7]). Viral miRNAs have also been detected in polyomavirus family members, as well as in adenoviruses, but so far only one RNA virus, the retrovirus bovine leukemia virus (BLV), has been clearly shown to express high levels of viral miRNAs in infected cells ([@B8]). One possible explanation for why RNA viruses, including retroviruses, might not encode miRNAs is that cleavage by Drosha leads to degradation of the pri-miRNA precursor, which in the case of most RNA viruses would likely be the genomic RNA or a viral mRNA ([@B7]). The idea that this might be deleterious to efficient viral replication is perhaps supported by the fact that BLV generates its five miRNA species by using RNA polymerase III to transcribe short RNA hairpins that are structurally indistinguishable from pre-miRNA hairpins and that are therefore directly exported to the cytoplasm without cleavage by Drosha ([@B8]). Drosha fails to excise these pre-miRNAs from BLV genomic RNAs because their stems are only \~22 bp in length, not \~33 bp as required for recognition by Drosha ([@B8]--[@B10]). As a result, BLV is able to express viral miRNAs without having to sacrifice viral genomic and/or mRNA species in the process.

Analysis of the miRNA coding potential of HIV-1 has led to considerable controversy. HIV-1 was initially reported to lack any viral miRNAs by conventional sequencing of small RNAs in HIV-1-infected HeLa cells ([@B11]), and this report was supported by a subsequent report that failed to detect any HIV-1 miRNAs in chronically HIV-1-infected ACH-2 T cells, again using conventional sequencing ([@B12]). In contrast, the first HIV-1 miRNA was reported in 2004, based on Northern analysis of RNA derived from HIV-1-infected cells using probes specific for the viral *nef* gene ([@B13]). This viral miRNA was subsequently proposed to inhibit HIV-1 long terminal repeat (LTR) function at the transcriptional level by targeting the LTR U3 region ([@B14]). The second HIV-1 miRNA to be proposed derives from the HIV-1 TAR element, a 59-nt-long RNA stem-loop located at the 5′ end of all HIV-1 miRNAs ([@B15]--[@B17]). This miRNA was proposed to affect chromatin remodeling and to downregulate proapoptotic cellular genes. More recently, two groups have used moderately deep sequencing approaches to analyze HIV-1-derived small RNAs in infected cells. Yeung et al. ([@B18]) obtained 47,773 total reads, of which 125 (0.26%) were of HIV-1 origin, representing a diverse group of small viral RNA sequences that the authors nevertheless proposed likely represented functional viral miRNAs. Similarly, Schopman et al. ([@B19]) performed deep sequencing of small RNAs present in HIV-1-infected SupT1 cells and found that HIV-1 contributed \~1% of the total small RNA pool, and several viral small RNA species were recovered at ≤175 total reads each. As cellular miRNAs contributed \~71% of the total of 2,522,374 small RNA reads recovered in this study, this means that even the most prevalent candidate viral miRNAs represented only \~0.01% of the total miRNA pool in these HIV-1-infected T cells, which equates to \<5 copies per cell in total ([@B20]).

In considering whether small RNA reads of viral origin indeed represent authentic viral miRNAs, the following parameters need to have been satisfied: (i) miRNAs are almost always 22 ± 2 nt in length ([@B1]). Therefore, an authentic viral miRNA will be recovered at a discrete size that is close to 22 nt. If viral small RNA reads extend over a wider size range, then this is more consistent with RNA breakdown products. (ii) Because the seed region of the miRNA, nucleotides 2 through 8 from the 5′ end, is the key determinant of mRNA target recognition, authentic viral miRNAs will have a discrete, not a diffuse, 5′ end. (iii) miRNAs tend to regulate \>100 mRNA species, due to the small size of the seed recognition sequence, so functional miRNAs are generally highly expressed. Importantly, recent data demonstrate that miRNAs that represent \<0.1% of the total viral miRNA pool are unlikely to be functionally relevant ([@B21]). (iv) Viral miRNAs should derive from one or a small number of discrete sites in the viral genome that coincide with predicted pri-miRNA stem-loops. If viral small RNA reads are scattered across the genome, they are less likely to represent real miRNA reads ([@B6], [@B7]). (v) Relative to the total small RNA pool, authentic viral miRNAs will be enriched in RNA preparations derived from immunoprecipitated RISCs, while RNA breakdown products will be depleted.

In addition to the question of whether HIV-1 actually encodes miRNAs, it has also been proposed that HIV-1 can modulate cellular miRNA expression to promote its replication ([@B22]). Finally, HIV-1 transcripts are, of course, potential targets for binding by RISCs programmed by cellular miRNAs, which could repress virus replication and possibly favor entry into latency ([@B23]). Here, we have used deep sequencing as well as techniques that directly recover RISC binding sites to address how HIV-1 interfaces with the miRNA machinery in infected T cells and macrophages. We clearly demonstrate that HIV-1 does not encode any viral miRNAs and also reveal that HIV-1 only minimally affects cellular miRNA expression patterns within 72 h of infection. We also identify a number of cellular miRNA binding sites on the HIV-1 RNA genome and show that some of these can potentially mediate inhibition of viral gene expression. However, we also demonstrate that HIV-1 genomic-length mRNAs represent very poor targets for RISC binding, most probably because large stretches of the HIV-1 genome are occluded by RNA secondary structure.

RESULTS {#h1}
=======

HIV-1 fails to express any viral miRNAs in infected cells. {#h1.1}
----------------------------------------------------------

To determine the miRNA expression profile in HIV-1-infected cells, we performed deep sequencing of small, \~15- to 30-nt-long RNAs in a range of infected cell types. These included TZM-bl cells, a variant of HeLa cells that express the CD4 receptor and both the CXCR4 and CCR5 coreceptor ([@B24]), infected with the CCR5-tropic HIV-1 variant WT/BaL ([@B25]); the human CD4^+^ T-cell line C8166 ([@B26]) infected with the CXCR4-tropic HIV-1 laboratory isolate NL4-3 ([@B27]); CD4^+^ peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) infected with either the CCR5-tropic BaL isolate ([@B28]) or the CXCR4-tropic NL4-3 isolate; and, finally, primary human monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs) infected with an NL4-3-derived HIV-1 variant, NLHXADA, bearing the CCR5-tropic ADA *env* gene ([@B29]).

TZM-bl cells were directly infected with WT/BaL virus derived from 293T cells transfected with the pWT/BaL proviral clone ([@B25]). Uniform infection of the TZM-bl cells was confirmed by staining of a control TZM-bl culture at 72 h postinfection for viral activation of the integrated β-galactosidase (β-Gal) indicator gene ([@B24]), which confirmed a \>90% infection rate. Quantitation of the level of viral RNA transcripts, by quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) of a region derived from the HIV-1 LTR U3 region that is present in all viral transcripts, indicated that the infected TZM-bl cells contained an average of \~130,367 viral RNA strands per cell ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Overview of the deep sequencing libraries analyzed^[*a*](#ngtab1.1)^

  Cell type   HIV-1 virus isolate used   Envelope gene source   No. of HIV-1 RNA strands/cell   No. of days postinfection
  ----------- -------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------- ---------------------------
  TZM-bl      WT/BaL                     BaL                    130,367                         3
  C8166       NL4-3                      NL4-3                  20,546                          3
  CD4+ PBMC   BaL                        BaL                    8,303                           3
  MDM         NLHXADA                    ADA                    12,110                          27
  CD4+ PBMC   NL4-3                      NL4-3                  1,949                           3

This table indicates the cell type used (column 1), the virus used to infect (column 2), and the source of the *env* gene in that virus (column 3), as well as the total number of HIV-1 transcripts per cell at the time of harvest (column 4) and how many days postinfection RNA was harvested (column 5).

C8166 cells and CD4^+^ PBMCs were infected with NL4-3 virus cultured in MT4 cells or with BaL virus cultured in CD4^+^ PBMCs. Cells were initially infected with \~0.7 TZM-bl infectious units per cell and then cultured for 72 h. At this time, infectivity levels were determined by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis using pooled human anti-HIV-1 IgG followed by fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated goat anti-human IgG. This analysis (see [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) indicated that \~97% of the C8166 cells, \~78% of the BaL-infected CD4^+^ PBMCs, and \~94% of the NL4-3-infected CD4^+^ PBMCs were HIV-1 positive. qRT-PCR analysis of viral transcript levels ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}) indicated that these infected cultures contained an average of \~20,546, \~8,303, and \~1,949 viral RNA strands per cell, respectively ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Finally, primary MDMs were infected with an HIV-1 virus, NLHXADA, derived from an NL4-3-based proviral clone bearing the CCR5-tropic ADA *env* gene ([@B29]). MDMs were initially infected with a virus stock obtained from pNLHXADA-transfected 293T cells, and supernatant RT levels were then monitored. Once significant RT levels were detected, at 17 days postinfection, the MDMs were cultured for an additional 10 days, for a total of 27 days, prior to lysis and RNA isolation. Previous work has shown that this protocol leads to essentially uniform infection of the MDM culture ([@B30]). Analysis indicated an average of \~12,110 HIV-1 RNA strands per cell ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Deep sequencing analysis of the small RNA profile in all five HIV-1-infected cell cultures and in matched uninfected cultures revealed that cellular miRNAs were, as expected, the major RNA variant detected in all 9 deep sequencing libraries ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we also detected significant levels of reads that could be aligned to human rRNAs, tRNAs, snRNAs, snoRNAs, or mRNAs and likely represent RNA breakdown products ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Very few reads were found to align to the genomes of any of the HIV-1 virus variants in any of the infected cell cultures. This contrasts with previous reports showing that viruses known to encode viral miRNAs, such as Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV), and the retrovirus BLV, contribute a substantial share of the small RNAs seen in infected cells ([@B8], [@B11], [@B31]).

![Assignment of deep sequencing reads to cellular and viral RNA classes. Small RNA deep sequencing reads were aligned to the human or HIV-1 genome and are shown by their assignment to different subclasses of RNA. Samples were derived from uninfected cells or from cells infected with HIV-1, as indicated. Repetitive sequences are defined as those that map to ≥25 locations in the human genome.](mbo0021314920001){#fig1}

One key characteristic of miRNAs is their size, which ranges from \~20 nt to \~24 nt in length ([@B1]). Analysis of the length profile of the total cellular small RNAs recovered in HIV-1-infected TZM-bl cells, C8166 cells, CD4^+^ PBMCs, and MDMs shows that these indeed peak at \~22 nt in size, as expected ([Fig. 2A, C, E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and G). In contrast, the RNA reads that align to the HIV-1 genome are not only rare but also showed a fairly random size distribution, with a tendency for more reads at smaller sizes. Certainly, there was no evidence for high levels of HIV-1-derived small RNAs in the 22 ± 2-nt size range characteristic of miRNAs ([Fig. 2B, D, F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and H).

![HIV-1-specific small RNAs do not cluster at the \~22-nt size predicted for miRNAs. Small RNA reads from 17 to 25 nt in length, derived from HIV-1-infected cells, that align either to the human genome (A, C, E, and G) or the HIV-1 genome (B, D, F, and H) are shown assigned by their size. (A and B) TZM-bl cells infected with the WT/BaL virus. (C and D) C8166 T cells infected with NL4-3. (E and F) CD4^+^ PBMCs infected with the BaL HIV-1 isolate. (G and H) MDMs infected with the NLHXADA virus.](mbo0021314920002){#fig2}

Analysis of viral small RNAs in cells infected by EBV or KSHV, which are known to encode viral miRNAs, has revealed that virus-derived small RNAs are almost all derived from a small number of locations in the viral genome that coincide with the pri-miRNA RNA stem-loops that are processed to yield viral miRNAs ([@B7]). Moreover, these viral miRNAs are characterized by high-level expression ([@B31]). Indeed, recent data have shown that miRNAs that contribute \<0.1% of the total cellular miRNA pool make no significant functional contribution ([@B21]). Cellular and authentic viral miRNAs are also characterized by a discrete 5′ end, consistent with the finding that it is nucleotides 2 through 8 from the 5′ end, the so-called seed region, that primarily determines the mRNA target specificity of the miRNA ([@B1], [@B11], [@B31]).

Alignment of the HIV-1-derived small RNAs to the relevant proviral genome, in contrast, shows that these are scattered over the entire proviral sequence ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Some hot spots of small RNA reads were noted, but even these are found to contribute \<0.02% of the total miRNA pool in the infected cells ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, these hot spots were generally not conserved between virus variants and/or cell types. An exception to this generalization arises in the case of small RNA reads that map to the overlap between the HIV-1 Gag and Pol open reading frames, which represent the major reads in the C8166/NL4-3 and CD4^+^ PBMC/BaL libraries (albeit still contributing only \~0.015% and \~0.0035% of total miRNA reads, respectively) and were also readily detected in TZM-bl/BaL cells ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of these reads shows that their 5′ ends map to a stretch of 6 U residues found immediately 5′ to an RNA hairpin that facilitates the Gag/Pol frameshift during translation of genome length HIV-1 mRNAs by promoting ribosome stalling at the six-U-residue "slippery site" (see [Fig. S2](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) ([@B32]). However, this short hairpin does not share any of the characteristics that are typical of a pri-miRNA hairpin structure; in particular, this predicted viral RNA hairpin is only 11 bp long rather than the \~33 bp typical of pri-miRNA hairpins ([@B9], [@B10]). It seems possible that these reads, which almost all begin in the U stretch and then extend into the adjacent hairpin, are actually Gag/Pol mRNA fragments that are protected by the stalled ribosomes that are known to accumulate at this site on the viral mRNA ([@B32]).

![Alignment of small RNA reads to the HIV-1 genome. RNA reads of 19 to 25 nt in length that mapped to the HIV-1 genome were aligned based on their 5′ ends and are shown relative to their genomic position of origin (*x* axis). The *y* axis shows the number of reads as a percentage of the total number of cellular miRNA reads in the same RNA sample. (A) TZM-bl infected with WT/BaL; (B) C8166 infected with NL4-3; (C) CD4+ PBMCs infected with BaL; (D) MDMs infected with NLHXADA.](mbo0021314920003){#fig3}

Two groups have reported that HIV-1 encodes miRNAs derived from the TAR RNA stem-loop that is located at the 5′ end of all viral transcripts ([@B15]--[@B17]). The TAR stem, at \~24 bp, is again much shorter than the optimal \~33-bp stem characteristic of pri-miRNA stem-loops ([@B9], [@B10]), and TAR also differs from authentic pri-miRNAs in that the terminal loop is only 6 nt, not the ≥10 nt characteristic of pri-miRNAs (see [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) ([@B9]). Most importantly, Drosha cleavage of pri-miRNAs requires unstructured RNA sequences both 5′ and 3′ to the pri-miRNA stem ([@B10], [@B33]), while TAR is located at the very 5′ end of all HIV-1 RNAs and, moreover, likely has a cap and cap-binding proteins associated with its 5′ end. In fact, we recovered almost no reads that mapped to TAR in all cases except ADA-infected MDMs, where these reads contributed \~0.002% of the viral short RNA reads ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of these rare TAR-derived RNAs revealed a heterogeneous population of small RNAs that mapped to both sides of the TAR RNA stem-loop and that, in particular, did not have a discrete 5′ end (see [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

It could be argued that some of the HIV-1 small RNA reads, despite their low level of expression, are nevertheless functional miRNAs that are efficiently loaded into RISC. To address whether this is the case, we immunoprecipitated RISC using an antibody able to specifically bind Ago1, Ago2, and Ago3, each of which can interchangeably function as a key component of RISC ([@B1]), and then compared the profile of small RNAs recovered from the RISC immunoprecipitate with that seen when the total small RNA profile was determined in parallel in WT/BaL-infected TZM-bl cells. As expected, the RNA library derived from the RISC immunoprecipitate indeed showed a strong enrichment in miRNAs, with known cellular miRNAs increasing from \~71% to \~93% of the total RNA library. In contrast, the HIV-1-derived small RNA reads were selectively lost when RISC-associated small RNAs were sequenced (see [Fig. S4](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In this library, no viral RNA was found to contribute \>0.005% of the total human miRNA pool, a level that is far lower than the \>0.1% contribution previously reported to be characteristic of functionally relevant miRNAs ([@B21]).

Previously, it has been suggested that HIV-1 might generate miRNAs, or even small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), from transcripts derived from the negative-sense RNA strand ([@B19]). Even though retroviruses do not generate minus-strand RNAs during their replication cycle, minus-sense strands could in principle arise by transcription from cellular promoters located 3′ to, and in the opposite orientation from, integrated proviruses. However, we failed to detect a significant level of small RNA reads derived from the HIV-1 antisense strand in either infected TZM-bl cells (see [Fig. S5A](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) or in any other infected cell types (data not shown). While most regions of the HIV-1 minus strand gave read numbers equivalent to ≤0.0002% of the total miRNA population, one region, complementary to the HIV-1 primer binding site, did give rise to a substantial number of reads (see [Fig. S5A](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These have been previously noted by others ([@B18], [@B19]) and proposed to derive from breakdown products of the lysine tRNA that serves as the primer for HIV-1 reverse transcription. Indeed, reads complementary to the HIV-1 primer binding site were recovered at comparable levels in noninfected cells (data not shown), and analysis of small RNAs bound to RISC in infected TZM-bl cells failed to detect any reads derived from the region complementary to the viral primer binding site, thus strongly suggesting that these are indeed tRNA breakdown products (see [Fig. S5B](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

HIV-1 fails to significantly affect cellular miRNA expression early after infection. {#h1.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are a number of reports documenting cases where cellular miRNAs facilitate aspects of a viral replication cycle and/or where viruses manipulate the cellular miRNA expression profile to enhance some aspect of their replication or pathogenic potential ([@B34]--[@B40]). This has also been suggested for HIV-1, which has been reported to downregulate the miR-17/92 miRNA cluster, consisting of the six cellular miRNAs miR-17, miR-18a, miR-19a, miR-20a, miR-19b, and miR-92a, to upregulate expression of the p300/CBP-associated factor (PCAF) histone acetyltransferase, which has been proposed to function as a cofactor for the HIV-1 Tat transcription factor ([@B22]). To examine whether HIV-1 indeed exerts a significant effect on the cellular miRNA profile, we therefore compared the level of expression of cellular miRNAs in uninfected and matched HIV-1-infected cells, measured either by total small RNA sequencing or, in the case of TZM-bl cells infected with BaL, by deep sequencing RISC-associated small RNAs ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis was performed 72 h after initial infection in all cases. We believe this short time frame is appropriate, given that HIV-1-infected T cells have been reported to have a half-life of only \~24 h *in vivo* ([@B41]).

![Effect of HIV-1 infection on cellular miRNA expression levels. This figure presents a comparison of the level of each cellular miRNA detected in uninfected and HIV-1-infected cells. Only miRNAs that represent ≥0.1% of the total miRNA pool were included. Panel A shows data obtained by comparison of RISC-associated small RNAs, while panels B, C, and D compare total miRNA levels. The lines delineate changes of 2-fold between samples. miRNAs that fall outside this 2-fold limit are indicated by name. Red dots represent miRNAs derived from the miR-17/92 cluster. For illustrative purposes, this figure assumes that cells each express 5 × 10^4^ miRNAs.](mbo0021314920004){#fig4}

As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and presented in detail in [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, analysis of the expression level of cellular miRNAs in HIV-1-infected TZM-bl cells, C8166 T cells, and, most importantly, primary CD4^+^ PBMCs revealed few differences between the infected and uninfected cells despite clear evidence of efficient infection (see [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) and quite high levels of viral transcripts ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). In particular, only one cellular miRNA, miR-30b-5p, increased \>2-fold in BaL-infected PBMCs, and no cellular miRNAs increased or decreased \>2-fold in NL4-3-infected PBMCs. In both TZM-bl and C8166 cells, several cellular miRNAs changed their expression, in either a positive or negative direction, by slightly over the 2-fold limit indicated in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The functional significance of these changes, if any, is unclear. Perhaps surprisingly, we failed to see any significant (≥2-fold) effect of HIV-1 infection on the expression of members of the miR-17/92 cluster, as previously proposed ([@B22]).

Cellular miRNAs bind HIV-1 transcripts inefficiently. {#h1.3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Viruses that infect cells encounter a range of different cellular miRNAs that have the potential to inhibit viral mRNA function, and it is largely unclear how viruses avoid this problem. One virus family, the poxviruses, has been shown to globally degrade cellular miRNAs ([@B42]). However, most viruses, including HIV-1, do not block miRNA function in infected cells ([@B43]). It is also possible that a virus that is highly tissue tropic, e.g., HIV-1, which infects only CD4^+^ T cells and macrophages, has simply evolved to avoid mRNA binding sites for the miRNAs specific to these cell types. In that case, however, one would expect HIV-1 to be susceptible to inhibition by the diverse miRNAs found in other, normally nontarget cell types.

To address this question, we used the recently described photoactivatable ribonucleoside-enhanced cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP) technique ([@B31], [@B44]) to globally identify all the binding sites for miRNA-programmed RISCs on the HIV-1 genome in infected C8166 T cells or TZM-bl epithelial cells. At 48 h postinfection with the NL4-3 (C8166) or WT/BaL (TZM-bl) virus isolate, the infected cells were incubated with 100 µM 4-thiouridine (4SU) for 16 h prior to cross-linking by irradiation using UV light at 365 nm. mRNAs bound to RISC were then isolated by immunoprecipitation using a monoclonal antibody specific for the human Ago proteins. After RNase treatment, mRNA fragments bound to RISC were gel purified, cDNA cloned, and subjected to Illumina deep sequencing. The resultant reads were then aligned to the human or HIV-1 genome and analyzed using the PARalyzer program, which partitions reads into individual clusters, each of which defines a single RISC binding site ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B45]). The PARalyzer program also seeks to use sequencing data defining the cellular miRNAs present in the infected cells, obtained in parallel, to identify the cellular miRNA that is most likely responsible for guiding RISC to that particular viral binding site. This assignment, which assumes perfect complementarity to nucleotides 2 to 7 in the miRNA seed region, is, however, unable to identify "noncanonical" miRNA binding sites, which can contribute a significant percentage of the RISC interaction sites ([@B3]).

![Alignment of PAR-CLIP clusters with the HIV-1 genome. The PAR-CLIP technique was performed on HIV-1-infected cells using a monoclonal antibody specific for RISC. Each HIV-1-specific PAR-CLIP cluster, identified by bioinformatic analysis using the PARalyzer program ([@B45]), is aligned to the HIV-1 genome based on the 5′-most nucleotide of the read cluster. Clusters indicated by black arrows were successfully assigned to specific cellular miRNAs and are analyzed in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Clusters indicated by blue arrows derive from the amiRNAs N2 and N4 ([@B5]) that were expressed in the TZM-bl *ami* cells. (A) C8166 cells infected with NL4-3; (B) TZM-bl cells infected with WT/BaL; (C) TZM-bl *ami* cells infected with WT/BaL.](mbo0021314920005){#fig5}

As shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we identified a number of RISC binding clusters on the HIV-1 RNA genome in both C8166 and TZM-bl cells. However, we were surprised by the low level of RISC binding to the viral RNA genome observed. As shown in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}, we recovered \~1.7 × 10^7^ assignable PAR-CLIP reads from the HIV-1-infected C8166 cells, of which only 0.21% aligned to the HIV-1 RNA genome. Similarly, we recovered 6.8 × 10^6^ assignable PAR-CLIP reads from the HIV-1-infected TZM-bl cells, of which only 0.3% aligned to the HIV-1 genome. Analysis of the number of HIV-1 RNA strands present in the C8166 cells at the time of cross-linking revealed \~20,707 HIV-1 transcripts, while analysis of the cross-linked TZM-bl cells revealed \~407,661 HIV-1 strands per cell. Previous work has suggested that cells contain between \~10^5^ and \~5 × 10^5^ mRNA molecules per cell, depending on the size of the cell and particularly of the cell cytoplasm ([@B46]). As T cells have a small cytoplasm, we can estimate that they likely contain \~200,000 total mRNA molecules per cell, which would mean that HIV-1 contributes \~10% of the total mRNA pool in the infected C8166 cells. In the larger TZM-bl cells, HIV-1 would appear to be responsible for at least 50% of the total mRNA pool, even assuming that the 407,661 HIV-1 strands are largely added to a preexisting mRNA pool of \~5 × 10^5^ molecules. Therefore, HIV-1 contributes 10% of the total mRNA in C8166 cells but is bound only to \~0.21% of the available RISC, an underrepresentation of \~48-fold. This effect is even more extreme in TZM-bl cells, where HIV-1 contributes \~50% of the total mRNA pool but only \~0.31% of the total RISC binding events, an underrepresentation of \~160-fold. It therefore appears that RISC recruitment to HIV-1 mRNAs is inefficient.

###### 

Overview of the PAR-CLIP libraries analyzed^[*a*](#ngtab2.1)^

  Library             Total no. of assignable PAR-CLIP reads   \% of HIV-1 PAR-CLIP reads   No. of HIV-1 RNA strands per cell
  ------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------------
  C8166/NL4-3         17,347,389                               0.21                         20,707
  TZM-bl/WT/BaL       6,817,180                                0.30                         407,661
  TZM-bl ami/WT/BaL   11,077,171                               0.05                         15,756

This table summarizes the characteristics of the HIV-1-infected cell PAR-CLIP libraries, including the total number of assignable (≤1 mismatch) PAR-CLIP reads (column 2), the percentage of PAR-CLIP reads that can be assigned to HIV-1 RNAs (column 3), and the total number of HIV-1 transcripts per cell at the time of cross-linking and RNA harvest (column 4), as determined by qRT-PCR with RNA standards.

While low, RISC binding to HIV-1 is certainly detectable, and we therefore wished to ask if the observed binding sites were functional. In fact, for unclear reasons, relatively few RISC binding sites could be assigned to any of the miRNAs present in the infected cells. However, our analysis did predict that four RISC binding clusters detected in HIV-1-infected C8166 cells, indicated by black arrows in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, were likely caused by miR-423 (cluster at position 1233), miR-301a (cluster at position 4898), miR-155 (cluster at position 5001), and miR-29a (cluster at position 8735), respectively. We note that miR-423 represented \~0.63% of total cellular miRNA reads in the C8166 cells used in this experiment, miR-301a represented \~0.10%, miR-155 represented \~5.43%, and miR-29a represented \~3.24% of total miRNA reads, as determined by deep sequencing performed in parallel. We note that the putative miRNA-29a-specific cluster has previously been reported by two other groups, who argued that miR-29a is, in fact, able to inhibit HIV-1 replication ([@B47], [@B48]). In contrast, another group has reported that this proposed miR-29a target site is largely blocked by HIV-1 RNA secondary structure ([@B49]). Of these four clusters, only one cluster was also detected in TZM-bl cells, which express miR-301a and miR-423 but not miR-29a or miR-155. The PAR-CLIP reads that contribute to each of these clusters are listed in [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material, where they are aligned to the relevant cellular miRNA.

To test whether these miRNAs are indeed able to bind to these regions of the HIV-1 NL4-3 genome, we used PCR to clone \~300-bp segments of the HIV-1 genome centered on each of the PAR-CLIP clusters we had detected. These segments were inserted 3′ to the *Renilla* luciferase (Rluc) indicator gene present in the psiCHECK2 indicator plasmid, which also contains an internal control firefly luciferase (Fluc) expression cassette in *cis*. We also constructed derivatives of each of these indicator plasmids in which the predicted seed sequence present in the HIV-1 DNA fragment was mutated, to prevent miRNA binding, as shown in [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material. Cotransfection of the indicator plasmids bearing the 1233, 4898, and 5001 clusters into 293T cells, together with either the cognate miRNA expression vector or a control plasmid, revealed specific downregulation in the presence of the relevant cellular miRNA that was lost when the seed target sequence in HIV-1 was mutated ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the 8735 cluster did not confer downregulation on the Rluc gene in the presence of an miR-29a expression plasmid, even though we observed strong downregulation of a control Rluc vector bearing two perfect miR-29a target sites ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore conclude that HIV-1 transcripts can indeed bind miR-423, miR-301a, and miR-155 in infected C8166 T cells and that this interaction has the potential to reduce HIV-1 gene expression. In contrast, even though we did detect a RISC binding cluster at a *nef* miRNA target site previously reported to bind miR-29a, we failed to see downregulation by miR-29a when this cluster was inserted into an Rluc indicator plasmid, a result which agrees with data previously reported by Sun et al. ([@B49]). Therefore, it appears that miR-29a binding to this region of the HIV-1 *nef* gene, while detectable by PAR-CLIP ([Fig. 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), is too inefficient to mediate significant gene repression ([Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). It remains possible that this interaction is functionally significant in other contexts, for example, in cells expressing very high levels of miR-29a and/or very low levels of HIV-1 transcripts.

![Identification of specific cellular miRNA binding sites in the HIV-1 genome. We constructed indicator plasmids containing \~300-bp segments of the HIV-1 genome, encompassing the clusters indicated by black arrows in Fig. 5A, inserted 3′ to the Rluc indicator gene. Derivatives in which the predicted seed target for a cellular miRNA were mutated were also generated (see [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material), as was a positive-control indicator plasmid containing two perfect target sites for each of the four miRNAs being tested. These were then cotransfected into 293T cells along with the cognate cellular miRNA expression plasmid or a control plasmid. Rluc values are shown normalized to the Fluc internal control and to the level seen in cells lacking the cognate miRNA expression vector, which was set at 1.0. Note that the inhibition in Rluc expression seen with the wild-type (WT) indicator in the presence of the cognate miRNA is lost when the seed target in the HIV-1 sequence is mutated. This figure shows the average of four independent experiments, with the standard error of the mean indicated.](mbo0021314920006){#fig6}

As a further demonstration that miRNAs can indeed guide RISC to the HIV-1 genome, we took advantage of a recent study that identified artificial miRNAs (amiRNAs) that are able to effectively inhibit HIV-1 gene expression and replication by testing over 9,000 different amiRNAs, tiled at 1-nt increments across the HIV-1 RNA genome, for their ability to block HIV-1 replication in culture ([@B5]). Interestingly, few of these amiRNAs proved to be effective, thus suggesting that access to the HIV-1 RNA genome was largely occluded for most of the RISCs programmed with these amiRNAs ([@B5]). We expressed two amiRNAs that were shown to be effective, termed N2 and N4, by engineering these amiRNAs into retroviral expression vectors and then selecting TZM-bl cells that stably expressed the N2 or N4 amiRNA, as determined by small RNA deep sequencing. The N2- and N4-expressing TZM-bl cells were then infected with HIV-1 strain WT/BaL, and PAR-CLIP was performed as described above. As expected based on previous work ([@B5]), we observed that these TZM-bl cells were largely nonpermissive for HIV-1 replication, as the level of HIV-1 transcripts detected in TZM-bl cells expressing N2 and N4, which are fully complementary to the HIV-1RNA genome, was reduced \~25-fold relative to infected wild-type TZM-bl cells ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, despite the much lower level of HIV-1 RNAs present in these cells, we were able to readily detect PAR-CLIP clusters that precisely aligned with the expected binding sites of RISCs programmed with either the N2 or N4 amiRNA. These interactions were detected despite the potential for Ago2-containing RISCs programmed by these amiRNAs to cleave the viral genome within the binding cluster ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B1]). Therefore, these data demonstrate that miRNAs are indeed able to guide RISC to the HIV-1 RNA genome if the target area is accessible.

DISCUSSION {#h2}
==========

In this report, we have attempted to comprehensively address how HIV-1 interacts with cellular miRNA biogenesis and effector mechanisms. Our first goal was to unequivocally answer the previously controversial question of whether HIV-1 itself encodes any miRNAs. While two previous studies that used conventional sequencing techniques had failed to detect any HIV-1-encoded miRNAs ([@B11], [@B12]), there are also a substantial number of papers suggesting that HIV-1 does encode miRNAs and/or siRNAs, particularly in the viral *nef* gene, the viral TAR element, within the HIV-1 Rev response element (RRE), or derived from some form of viral antisense RNA ([@B13]--[@B19], [@B50]). Here, we have used both CXCR-4-tropic and CCR5-tropic HIV-1 infection of a range of cell types, combined with deep sequencing of total and RISC-associated small RNAs, to address whether any of these proposed miRNAs or siRNAs in fact exist. The cells used were analyzed at 3 days after infection, with the exception of MDMs, which were analyzed at 27 days after infection. FACS analysis, in the case of CD4^+^ PBMCs, or analysis of β-gal expression in the case of the indicator cell line TZM-bl, reveals that these cells were efficiently infected (see [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material), and we also detected high levels of viral RNA transcripts in all four infected cell types ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, we failed to detect any HIV-1-specific miRNAs or siRNAs, including from the *nef* region, TAR, and RRE, even though these putative viral miRNA sequences are all present in one or more of the viruses analyzed ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Fig. S5](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). The one region that did give rise to a readily detectable level of viral small RNA reads did not show loading into RISC (see [Fig. S4](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and likely represents a region of the HIV-1 Gag/Pol mRNA that is protected by stalled ribosomes, as it precisely coincides with the sequence that induces ribosome frameshifting (see [Fig. S2](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B32]). In general, HIV-1-derived small RNAs did not show the predicted 22 ± 2-nt length ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), were not loaded into RISC ([Fig. S4](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), did not show the expected discrete 5′ ends (see [Fig. S2 and S3](#figS2 figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and, perhaps most importantly, never exceeded the 0.1% level of the total cellular miRNA pool recently shown to be critical for miRNA function ([@B21]).

In addition to encoding viral miRNAs, viruses can also facilitate their replication by enhancing or repressing the expression of specific cellular miRNAs. HIV-1 infection has in fact been proposed to affect, especially repress, the expression of a number of cellular miRNAs, including the cellular miR-17/92 miRNA cluster ([@B22], [@B49]). The latter effect has been proposed to facilitate HIV-1 replication by derepressing expression of the PCAF acetyltransferase, a proposed cofactor of the HIV-1 Tat transcription factor.

A shared characteristic of these two earlier studies is that they looked at changes in cellular miRNA expression at a substantial time after initial infection with HIV-1. Thus, Triboulet et al. ([@B22]) measured cellular miRNA expression at 21 and 42 days postinfection, while Sun et al. ([@B49]) saw significant changes in cellular miRNA expression only at 21 days postinfection. However, data obtained *in vivo* using inhibitors of HIV-1 replication have revealed that HIV-1-infected T cells survive an average of only \~24 h after infection ([@B41]). Moreover, long-term culture of HIV-1-infected T cells maximizes the level of cytopathic effect that is observed, and this undoubtedly has the potential to influence cellular gene expression. We therefore felt it was most appropriate to examine the effect of HIV-1 infection at early times after infection, specifically at 72 h postinfection, and our data do not suggest that, at this time point, HIV-1 infection has a strong effect, either positively or negatively, on cellular miRNA expression ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, we saw no significant effect on the expression of members of the miR-17/92 miRNA cluster, including miR-92a itself, which was one of the more highly expressed miRNAs in both TZM-bl cells and T cells ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, we did see some modest but perhaps significant increases or decreases in the expression of some cellular miRNAs ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), though these are not the miRNAs previously reported by others. The functional significance of these ≤3-fold changes in a small number of cellular miRNAs is unclear and may not be significant, at least during lytic HIV-1 replication.

While the manuscript was under review, Chang et al. ([@B51]) reported an analysis of cellular miRNA expression in the SUP-T1 T-cell line at 5, 12, and 24 h postinfection with HIV-1. They reported that 14 known cellular miRNAs showed significant changes in expression, generally reductions, and they also proposed the existence of a novel cellular miRNA (miR-EPB41L2) that was downregulated by \~10-fold in HIV-1-infected SUP-T1 cells. Analysis of our data in primary CD4^+^ T cells, C8166 T cells, and TZM-bl cells showed that only one of these 14 miRNAs (miR-21-3p) was expressed at significant (\>0.1%) levels in primary T cells, and miR-21-3p expression was not affected by HIV-1 infection (see [Table S1C](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Only two of these 14 miRNAs were expressed in C8166 cells at significant levels (miR-21-3p and miR-143-3p), and miR-143-3p indeed showed an \~60% reduction in expression after HIV-1 infection (see [Table S1B](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, 7 of the 14 miRNAs reported by Chang et al. ([@B51]) to be affected by HIV-1 infection were expressed at significant levels in TZM-bl cells, but only one, miR-10a-5p, showed a significant, \~60% reduction in expression level (see [Table S1A](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The novel miRNA proposed by Chang et al. ([@B51]), miR-EPB41L2, was detected at low levels in several of our deep sequencing libraries but showed a variable, small size, ranging from 15 nt to 18 nt, and a highly variable 5′ end (data not shown). We therefore feel that miR-EPB41L2 is unlikely to be an authentic cellular miRNA. Therefore, while we agree with Chang et al. ([@B51]) that some cellular miRNAs do show modest changes in expression after HIV-1 infection, these miRNAs vary with the cells being examined, and observed changes are quite limited in the most relevant experimental system, i.e., primary CD4^+^ T cells ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [Table S1C](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Given that HIV-1 neither encodes viral miRNAs nor substantially alters cellular miRNA expression during lytic replication in culture, we are left with the question of how the cellular miRNAs encountered by HIV-1 in infected cells affect HIV-1 replication. Previously, others have proposed that cellular miRNAs might promote HIV-1 latency in resting primary CD4^+^ T lymphocytes ([@B23]) and inhibit productive HIV-1 replication in primary monocytes ([@B52]). One particular cellular miRNA, miR-29a, has been suggested to efficiently bind to an RNA target site in the HIV-1 viral *nef* gene ([@B47], [@B48]), although others have reported that this miR-29a target sequence is actually blocked by viral secondary structure ([@B49]).

To comprehensively identify sites on the HIV-1 RNA genome that are actually occupied by miRNA-programmed RISC in infected T cells or epithelial cells, we used the previously described PAR-CLIP technique ([@B31], [@B44]), which uses deep sequencing of short mRNA sequences cross-linked to RISC to identify miRNA binding sites. As shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we were able to identify a number of RISC binding sites on the HIV-1 genome. Many of these either did not show seed homology to any of the miRNAs found to be expressed in these cells at the time that PAR-CLIP was performed, as determined by deep sequencing performed in parallel, or did not prove to be inhibited by the cellular miRNAs that were predicted to bind there, when analyzed by indicator assays (data not shown). However, we were able to assign three RISC binding clusters identified in HIV-1-infected C8166 cells, one of which was conserved in TZM-bl cells, to the cellular miRNAs miR-423, miR-301a, and miR-155 and to further show that these targets could indeed confer downregulation in the presence of these miRNAs, when tested in indicator constructs ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we also detected a significant cluster of PAR-CLIP reads in C8166 cells coincident with the previously reported miR-29a target located in the *nef*/LTR U3 region overlap ([Fig. 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B47], [@B48]). However, an indicator construct containing this region of the HIV-1 genome was not inhibited by miR-29a when coexpressed in 293T cells, even though we could show that miR-29a was able to inhibit a control indicator construct ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that miR-29a binding to this site in *nef* likely occurs but is inefficient, as also previously proposed by others ([@B49]).

A possibly surprising result that arose from this PAR-CLIP analysis is that HIV-1 transcripts, despite constituting from 10% to as much as 50% of the total mRNA population in infected cells, only account for \~0.3% of the total assignable PAR-CLIP reads, i.e., HIV-1 transcripts are \~100-fold less likely to bind RISC than the cellular mRNAs present in the same cells. Extensive biochemical analysis has in fact revealed that the HIV-1 RNA genome is highly structured ([@B53]), and it has previously been reported that this RNA structure greatly limits the ability of amiRNAs to effectively block HIV-1 replication in culture ([@B5]). We have confirmed that two amiRNAs that were reported previously to inhibit HIV-1 replication ([@B5]) are indeed able to recruit RISC to the HIV-1 RNA genome ([Fig. 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and inhibit HIV-1 replication ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}), so these data, in total, are most consistent with the hypothesis that miRNA-programmed RISCs can inhibit HIV-1 replication if they can access a target site but that the majority of the HIV-1 genome is occluded, most probably by RNA secondary structure. This may explain why HIV-1 seems able to grow in almost any human cell line that expresses the relevant cell surface receptors, even though these cells can exhibit very different miRNA expression patterns, i.e., HIV-1 is resistant to miRNAs not because it has evolved to selectively exclude binding sites for T-cell- or macrophage-specific miRNAs but because it has evolved a mechanism to render the viral transcripts largely refractory to RISC binding by adopting an extensive secondary structure. While this viral RNA secondary structure may indeed have evolved as a means to reduce inhibition of viral mRNA function by cellular miRNAs, we note that extensive viral RNA secondary structure might also have evolved as a way to reduce inhibition by other cellular innate immune factors, e.g., RNase L, or to facilitate viral RNA packaging into virion particles. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to see whether this is a common mechanism by which viruses, especially RNA viruses, avoid inhibition by the cellular miRNA machinery in infected cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#h3}
=====================

Viral isolates. {#h3.1}
---------------

The viruses used in this study include the uncloned, CCR5-tropic BaL isolate ([@B28]); a CCR5-tropic virus derived from the pWT/BaL proviral clone ([@B25]), which contains an SalI/XhoI fragment of BaL, encompassing the HIV-1 *tat*, *rev*, *vpu*, and *env* genes, cloned into an HXB-3-derived proviral backbone; a CXCR4-tropic virus derived from the widely used pNL4-3 proviral clone ([@B27]); and lastly, a CCR5-tropic virus derived from pNLHXADA ([@B29]), which contains the *env* gene of the ADA isolate cloned into a proviral backbone derived primarily from NL4-3 but also partly from HXB-2.

Molecular clones. {#h3.2}
-----------------

The pWT/BaL ([@B25]), pNL4-3 ([@B27]), and pNLHXADA ([@B29]) HIV-1 proviral expression vectors have been previously described. The pMSCV/amiRNA-N2 and -N4 expression plasmids were designed to encode the N2 and N4 amiRNAs previously shown to inhibit HIV-1 replication ([@B5]). These retroviral vectors were generated by annealing the amiRNA-encoding oligonucleotides and ligating them into the polylinker present in pMSCV-puro (Clontech).

Fragments of 300 bp of the HIV-1 genome, centered on miRNA target sites detected by PAR-CLIP, were cloned into the 3′ UTR of codon-optimized Rluc via the XhoI and NotI sites of psiCheck2 (Promega), which also contains the Fluc gene in *cis* as an internal control. Pri-miRNA stem-loops were cloned into the XhoI and XbaI sites of pLCE as \~200-bp DNA fragments generated by PCR of human genomic DNA, as previously described ([@B54]).

Cell culture. {#h3.3}
-------------

293T and TZM-bl cells ([@B24]) were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Sigma) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). The human CD4^+^ T-cell line C8166 ([@B26]) was cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma) supplemented with 10% FBS. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from total blood by density gradient centrifugation (lymphocyte separation medium; Cellgro number 25-072-CV), and CD4^+^ T cells were then isolated using the Dynabead CD4 positive isolation kit from Invitrogen (number 1131 D). Cells were activated by incubation in phytohemagglutinin (PHA) and mouse monoclonal antibodies specific for human CD28 and CD49d (BD Biosciences number 347690) for three days. Activation of the CD4^+^ T cells was confirmed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) by using an anti-CD69 antibody, and the cells were then cultured in RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS and interleukin-2 prior to infection. Peripheral blood monocytes were obtained by elutriation and cultured for 4 days in DMEM containing 10% human serum, 1% [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine, and 6 ng/ml monocyte colony-stimulating factor (MCSF) to activate macrophages.

TZM-bl amiRNA cell lines were generated by transfecting 293T cells with 15 µg of a pMSCV amiRNA expression vector, 5 µg of pMLV-gag/pol, and 1 µg pHIT. Forty-eight hours posttransfection, virus-containing supernatants were collected, filtered, and used to transduce TZM-bl cells. Transduced cells were selected for puromycin resistance and then maintained in complete DMEM supplemented with puromycin dihydrochloride (Sigma) at a final concentration of 1 µg/ml. Expression of amiRNAs was confirmed by deep sequencing of small RNAs.

Viral stocks and infection. {#h3.4}
---------------------------

NL4-3 virus was prepared in 293T cells via Fugene6 transfection with the pNL4-3 plasmid. Virus-containing supernatants were used to infect MT4 cells maintained in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS. Virus stocks were harvested 4, 5, and 6 days after infection and filtered through a 0.45-µm-pore-size Acrodisc syringe filter. The virus stock with the highest level of infectious virus, as determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for the p24 Gag protein and by viral titer, was used for subsequent experiments. NL4-3 titers were measured by staining TZM-bl cells ([@B24]) with the β*-*Gal staining kit (*mirus* Bio) 24 h postinfection and by counting blue foci. The HIV-1BaL isolate stock was maintained in primary CD4^+^ human T cells, and the titer was determined on TZM-bl as described above. Viral stocks were used to infect C8166 T cells and/or activated CD4^+^ T cells via spinoculation at 2,000 rpm for 3 h. T cells were infected with HIV-1 using \~0.7 TZM-bl infectious units per cell.

The WT/BaL (as opposed to BaL isolate) virus stock was prepared by transfection of 5 × 10^6^ 293T cells with 15 µg of pWT/BaL ([@B25]) using FuGENE6 (Roche). Virus-containing supernatants were collected 48 h posttransfection, filtered through a 0.45-µm-pore-size Acrodisc filter, and then used to infect the parental TZM-bl cells or TZM-bl cells engineered to stably express HIV-1-specific amiRNAs.

The NLHXADA virus stock was prepared by transfection of 293T cells with the pNLHXADA proviral clone ([@B29]), essentially as described above for pWT/BaL. After four days of culture in medium lacking MCSF, 7 × 10^5^ macrophages were seeded in 24-well plates and directly infected with NLHXADA virus (500 ng p24 total per well) overnight. Supernatants were replaced with fresh medium, and the cells were cultured at 37°C until 10 days after the initial detection of reverse transcriptase activity in the supernatant, a total of 27 days.

Flow cytometry. {#h3.5}
---------------

A total of 0.3 ml of each infected T-cell culture was resuspended in 1% FBS in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), stained with pooled human anti-HIV IgG (1:100) (AIDS reagent number 3957) as the primary antiserum and FITC-conjugated goat anti-human IgG (Invitrogen) as the secondary antibody (1:100), and analyzed on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences).

HIV-1 strand determinations. {#h3.6}
----------------------------

Sections of the NL4-3 and BaL LTR U3 region were cloned into pGEM3 (Promega) using primers 5′ GGGCGAATTCAAGACAAGATATCCTTGATCT 3′ with 5′ GCACTCTAGAAGCTTTATTGAGGCTTAAGC 3′ for NL4-3 and 5′ GGGCGAATTCATCTACCACACACAAGGCTA 3′ with 5′ CTCTCTAGAAGTCCCCAGCGGAAAGTCCCT 3′ for BaL. Vectors were cleaved with XbaI and linear fragments purified by agarose gel electrophoresis. A total of 1 µg of each linear vector was subjected to *in vitro* transcription followed by DNase treatment with the MEGAscript T7 kit (Invitrogen) and purified with the MEGAclear kit (Invitrogen), both according to the manufacturer's instructions. Fivefold dilution series beginning at 2 × 10^11^ RNA strands were diluted into 250 ng of uninfected C8166 RNA and subjected to DNase treatment.

A total of 250 ng of cellular RNA was subjected to RQ1 DNase treatment (Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. One-half of each sample was subjected to reverse transcription using 100 ng of random hexamers (Bioline) and the SuperScript III reverse transcription kit (Invitrogen). Samples were diluted 1:4, and 5 µl of each diluted cDNA was amplified using SYBR green master mix on a StepOnePlus real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems) in triplicate using 5 pmol of each of the following primers: 5′ TACAAGCTAGTACCAGTTGA 3′ and 5′ GCTGTCAAACCTCCACTCTAAC 3′. Ten 5-fold standard dilutions amplified in parallel were used to quantify total HIV-1 U3 RNA strands in each sample. Primary cells and C8166 cells were estimated to contain \~20 pg of total RNA per cell, and TZMbl cells were estimated to have 40 pg RNA per cell, based upon multiple total RNA extractions by TRIzol.

Deep sequencing of total small RNA. {#h3.7}
-----------------------------------

Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol. The RNA fraction containing \~15- to 30-nt-long RNAs was isolated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) purification on 15% Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE)-urea gels (Bio-Rad), electroeluted from the excised gel slice (gel eluter; Hoefer), and cloned as previously described ([@B55]). Adapter-ligated small RNAs were reverse transcribed using SuperScript III, amplified using GoTaq green PCR master mix (Promega) with the Tru-Seq 3′ indices (Illumina), and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000.

TZM-bl deep sequencing and RIP-Seq. {#h3.8}
-----------------------------------

RISC-bound miRNAs from uninfected and WT/BaL-infected TZM-bl cells at 72 h postinfection were isolated by immunoprecipitation using a monoclonal antibody specific for Ago1, Ago2, and Ago3 (Abcam: AB 57113), and proteins were removed by digestion with proteinase K. Recovered small RNAs were then isolated using an miRVana kit (Ambion). The immunoprecipitated RNA (RIP-Seq) cDNA library was constructed essentially as described ([@B56]) using an Illumina TruSeq small RNA kit, prior to sequencing using an Illumina HiSeq 2000.

PAR-CLIP. {#h3.9}
---------

Forty-eight hours postinfection, cells were labeled with 100 µM 4-thiouridine (Sigma) for 16 h. Cells were washed with PBS and cross-linked using a Stratagene UV Stratalinker 2400 at 365 nm. The samples were then processed as previously described ([@B31], [@B44]). RISC cross-linked RNAs were isolated using anti-Ago2 antibody (Abcam AB57113). (This antibody also recognizes Ago1 and Ago3 \[data not shown\].) Cloning of isolated small RNAs was performed using the TruSeq small RNA cloning kit (Illumina). TZM-bl cells expressing individual HIV-1-specific amiRNAs were infected independently, but the cell lines were pooled into one sample for PAR-CLIP processing. A sample from each culture untreated with 4-thiouridine was harvested in parallel and deep sequenced in order to determine both the miRNA population present in each PAR-CLIP sample and the number of HIV-1 strands per cell.

Data analysis. {#h3.10}
--------------

Reads of ≥15 nt were collapsed into FASTA format with the FASTX toolkit (<http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/index.html>) using the following pipeline: fastq_quality_filter -Q33 \| fastq_to_fasta -Q33 \| fastx_clipper -a TruSeq-Indexnumber -l 15 --c \| fastx_collapser. All reads were then subjected to alignment using Bowtie version 0.12.7 with the following options: --a --best --strata -m 25.

Deep sequencing analysis. {#h3.11}
-------------------------

Sequences were sequentially filtered and assigned using the following pipeline (displayed as database: additional bow tie alignment parameters): (i) markers (18- and 24-mer radiolabeled oligos, 3′ and 5′ adapters): -v 0 --noRC; (ii) HIV genome: -v 1; (iii) miRbase version 19 *Homo sapiens*: -v 1 --noRC ([@B57]); (iv) Ensembl ncRNAv70 *Homo sapiens*: -v 1 --noRC ([@B58]); (v) fRNAdb version 3.4 *Homo sapiens*: -v 1 --noRC ([@B59]); (vi) human genome 19: -v 2.

miRNA sequences were given a -5p or -3p designation if they aligned to the 5′ or 3′ stem region, respectively, of the miRNA precursor, as annotated in miRbase version 19. miRNAs that represented ≥0.1% of the total cellular miRNA population were considered significant ([@B21]). Reads for sequences aligning to two or more entries in a database were distributed equally between each entry, except that reads aligning to both piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) and rRNAs, tRNAs, snRNAs, Y RNAs, or snoRNAs were assigned to the latter RNA species.

PAR-CLIP analysis. {#h3.12}
------------------

Alignments to a combined human and HIV-1 genome were performed as previously described ([@B31], [@B45]), allowing 3 mismatches. Alignments containing (+) sense T \> C and (−) sense A \> G conversions were used to generate clusters with PARalyzer version 1.1 using the following parameters: a minimum of 5 reads for a sequence to be included in a cluster, a minimum cluster read depth of 5, at least 1 conversion event in a read for cluster inclusion, and no nonconversion mismatches allowed for each read determining the cluster. Clusters with a read depth of ≥50 and a conversion-event-to-read-depth ratio of ≥0.75 were considered significant. Significant miRNAs (≥0.1% of the total miRNA pool) expressed in each library were determined as described above, from samples untreated with 4-thiouridine, and were then used by PARalyzer to predict which miRNAs were likely to target a given cluster.

Luciferase indicator assays. {#h3.13}
----------------------------

A total of 50 ng of each reporter plasmid was cotransfected with 500 ng of a pLCE-based miRNA expression vector ([@B54]), via calcium phosphate coprecipitation, into 24-well plates containing 10^5^ 293T cells per well, plated the previous day. At 24 h posttransfection, lysates were harvested and luciferase levels determined using a dual luciferase kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The ratio between the Rluc and internal control Fluc proteins was determined for each sample and compared to the same reporter plasmid cotransfected with pLCE lacking a miRNA precursor.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL {#h4}
=====================

###### 

FACS analysis of uninfected and HIV-1-infected C8166 and CD4^+^ PBMCs. This figure shows a FACS analysis of the C8166 cells and CD4^+^ PBMCs analyzed in [Fig. 1 to 4](#fig1 fig2 fig3 fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Coincident with RNA harvest, HIV-1-infected cells and control cells grown in parallel were stained with pooled human anti-HIV-1 IgG followed by FITC-conjugated goat anti-human IgG and analyzed by FACS, which revealed a substantial and specific increase in the detected level of fluorescence. Red indicates uninfected cells, blue or green indicates HIV-1-infected cells. The approximate percentage of cells infected with HIV-1 in each sample was calculated based on this analysis and is indicated. Download

###### 

Figure S1, PDF file, 0.1 MB

###### 

Alignment of HIV-1 deep sequencing reads with the viral Gag/Pol frameshift signal. The region of the HIV-1 RNA genome that coincides with the Gag/Pol frameshift signal ([@B32]) represents the major source of HIV-1-specific small RNA reads in most infected cell types ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This figure collates all the reads, from all four infected cell types shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and aligns them to this region of the HIV-1 genome. At the top is shown the HIV-1 sequence, with the loop of the predicted frameshift stem-loop indicated in red. The predicted structure of this stem-loop is shown at the right. Note that most reads initiate 5′ to the actual stem-loop in a U-rich region that also plays a key role in HIV-1 frameshifting and is known to be a site of ribosome pausing. Download

###### 

Figure S2, PDF file, 0.1 MB

###### 

Alignment of HIV-1 small RNA reads to the HIV-1 TAR RNA element. This figure aligns HIV-1-derived small RNA reads, compiled from all four small RNA libraries described in Fig. 3, and aligns them to the HIV-1 TAR RNA stem-loop that forms the 5′ end of all HIV-1 transcripts. The sequence of the TAR region is shown at the top, with the loop indicated in red, and the predicted RNA structure adopted by TAR is shown at the right. Download

###### 

Figure S3, PDF file, 0.1 MB

###### 

Comparison of HIV-1 small RNA reads obtained from a total small RNA and RISC-associated small RNA sample. This figure compares the pattern of total HIV-1 small RNA reads detected in TZM-bl cells infected with the WT/BaL viral clone (A) to the pattern of small RNAs seen in the RISC-associated small RNA fraction, prepared from the same culture in parallel by immunoprecipitation with an Ago-specific monoclonal antibody (B). Data are presented as described for [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Download

###### 

Figure S4, PDF file, 1.1 MB

###### 

Alignment of small RNA reads from the HIV-1-infected TZM-bl cells with the minus strand of the HIV-1 genome. This analysis was performed as described for [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, except that small RNA reads are aligned to the hypothetical antisense strand complementary to the HIV-1 genome. (A) Uses total small RNA reads, obtained from WT/BaL-infected TZM-bl cells; (B) uses reads obtained by analysis of RISC-associated small RNAs. The major peak shown in panel A is located antisense to the HIV-1 primer binding site and likely represents lysine tRNA breakdown products that are not loaded into RISC. Download
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PAR-CLIP reads that contribute to the 1233, 4898, 5001, and 8735 clusters indicated in [Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The reads that form each of these clusters are listed, including the number of times each read was recovered, and are aligned to the WT HIV-1 sequence (second row) and the likely responsible miRNA, with the seed sequence shown in blue (first row). T to C conversions, resulting from the PAR-CLIP procedure, are indicated in red. The mutant HIV-1 sequences analyzed in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} are given at the bottom of each panel, with the mutated bases underlined. Download
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These tables show the total number of sequencing reads obtained from all cellular miRNAs that represent ≥0.1% of the total cellular miRNA pool. The total number of reads shown represents the sum of the reads recovered from uninfected and HIV-1-infected cells. For each miRNA, the percentile representation in the uninfected and infected cell contexts is shown, with miRNAs showing ≥2-fold differences indicated in red. (A) TZM-bl cells; (B) C8166 cells; (C) CD4^+^ PBMCs. These data are presented graphically in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.
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